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A NEW VARIABLE DIMENSION SIMPLICIAL ALGORITHM TO FIND EQUILIBRIA ON THE

PRODUCT SPACE OF UNIT SIMPLICES

by

T.M. Doup and A.J.J. Talman

Abstract

A new variable dimension simplicial restart algorithm is intro-

duced to solve the nonlinear complementarity problem on the product

space S of unit simplices. The triangulation which underlies the algor-

ithm completely differs from the triangulations of S used thusfar. In

particular the number of rays along which the algorithm can leave the

arbitrarily chosen starting point is much larger. Furthermore, the accur-

acy of an approximate solution in the terminal simplex of the algorithm

will be in general better than for other algorithms on S. Computational

results will show that the number of iterations is much less than for

these other algorithms. The examples concern the computation of equili-

bria in noncooperative games, exchange economies and trade models.

Keywords: nonlinear complementarity problem, triangulation, vector

labelling
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1. Introduction.

To compute fixed points of continuous functions from the pro-
nj njtl njtl

ductspace S of N unit simplices S -{xJ E gtt IEk-1 xj k- 1}, j-

1,...,N, in van der Laan and Talman [5] a simplicial variable dimension

algorithm was introduced. This algorithm is a generalization of an al-

gorithm introduced in van der Laan and Talman [2] solving fixed point

problems on a unit simplex.

Such an algorithm subdivides the set on which the problem is defined in-

to simplices, labels the vertices of the simplices and searches for a

simplex which yields an approximate solution to the problem. Starting

from an arbitrary point a path of adjacent simplices of varying dimens-

ion is generated until such a simplex is found. To guarantee the exist-

ence of such a simplex the vertices on the boundary must satisfy a so

called properness condition. Recently in van der Laan, Talman and Van

der Heyden [7] the algorithm on S was generalized for unproper labellings

to solve the nonlinear complementarity problem on S. This problem has

typically solutions on the boundary oP S. The algorithm on S was adapted

to a class of algorithms for computing zero points (or fixed points) of

continuous functions from Rn to Rn in van der Laan and Talman [4]. The

so called (ntl)-ray and 2n-ray algorithm are special cases of this class

where there are ntl and 2n rays resp. to leave the arbitrarily chosen

starting point in Rn. Later on Wright [12] introduced the 2n-ray algor-

ithm. To solve the nonlinear complementarity problem (NLCP) with lower
nand upper bounds both the 2n-ray and 2-ray algorithm were adapted in[6]

The set Cn on which this problem is defined can be seen as the product-

space of N one-dimensional unit simplices. In case of the 2n-ray algor-

ithm the number of rays is equal to the number of ve-rtices of the set
nC .

In this paper we present a variable dimension simplicial algor-

ithm to find equilibria on S such that the number of rays is equal to the

number of vertices of S, namely nN- (n tl).
~-1 j

More precisely, each ray leads from the arbitriarily chosen starting

point v to one of the vertices of S. The convex hull of v and each feas-

ible subset of vertices of S is triangulatod into simplices such that
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the union of these triangulations induce a triangulation of S. This

triangulation will be called the V-triangulation and differs from the

existing triangulations of S. When S is the productspace of N one-dimens-

ional unit simplices the triangulation is similar to the ~:'triangulation

of Il~n. In general the algorithm generates a path of adjacent simplices

of varying dimension of the V-triangulation until an approximating sim-

plex is found. This path is followed by alternating replacement steps in

the triangulation and linear programming pivoting steps in a system of

EN (n tl) t 1 equations. This system differs from the system of equat-
~-1 j

ions used in the algorithm on S described in [5]. When N- 1 the system

is equivalent to the latter system, although the path of generated sim-

plices differs since another triangulation underlies the algorithm.

For N~ 1, however, the systems are not equivalent. As will be argued

the accuracy of the approximate solution at the terminal simplex of the

new triangulation is in general better than the accuracy of such a solut-

ion with the algo'rithm described in [7]. So, when the grid is refined

and the algorithm is restaYted in the approximate solution to find a

more accurate approximatíon, we may expect that the algorithm terminates

in much less iterations. We will also discuss the differences of the

paths generated by the two algprithms when N~ 1. The paper is concluded

with computational results, by comparing the two algorithms for three

different applications. The first one is the computation of Nash equili-

brium vectors in noncooperative N-person games. The second application

deals with a pure exchange economy and the last one with an internatio-

nal trade model. The computational results suggest that the new algor-

ithm is faster than the other algorithms on S.

The paper is organized as follows. In section 2 a complete des-

cription of the V-triangulation is given. Section 3 describes the steps

of the algorithm to find an approximate solution of the NLCP on S and

a comparison is made with the algorithm described in [7]. A geometric

interpretation of the triangulation and some variants are discussed in

section 4. Special attention is drawn to the case N- 1 when S is a unit

simplex. Finally, computational results are given in section 5.
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2. The V-triangulation of the productspace S of unit simplices.

n
Let S- IIN S J be as defined in section 1. The index set I(j) is the set

J-1
{(j,l), ... ,(j,n,tl) }, j- 1,...,N. M will denote EN n, and I- ~N- I(j) .

J J-1 J J-1
We first define t-dimensional regions A(T) of S for index subsets T with

t- ITI - Ntl, 1 ~ t ~ M, containing at least one element (j,kJ) for all

j. After that we will triangulate each A(T) into t-simplices such that

the union of all these triangulations yields a triangulation of S. So,

let T be a proper subset of I with ITj~ ~ 1, for all j, where Tj is de-

fined by T, :- T n I(j). Let U be a subset of T such that U consists of
J

N elements, having for each j E IN -{1,...,N} exactly one element, say

(j,k~) in I(j). Let Uj :- U n I(j), then ~Ujl - 1 and Uj n Tj -{(j,k~)},

Furthermore let Z, - T,`U, and Z- T`U, then Z, consists of ~T.~-1 ele-
J J J J J

ments and Z contains t-1 elements.

U and Z form a partitioning of T into two disjunct subsets. Next, let

y,(Z,) be a given permutátion of the elements of Zj, say yj(Zj) -

((j,ki) ,...,(j,kZ(j))) with z(j) the number of elements contained in

Z,, j E I. The vector Y(Z) will denote the permutation vector y(Z) -
J N
(yl(Z1),...,yN(ZN)). Finally let v be an arbitrary point in S which will

be the starting point of the algorithm.

Definition 2.1. Let T be a proper subset of I with IT.I ~ 1, j E IN.
J

Let U and y(Z) be a subset of T and a permutation vector resp. as de-

fined above. Then the set A(U,y(Z)) is given by

A(U,y(Z)) -{x E Slx - v t bq(U) t E a(i,h)q(i,h),
(i,h)EZ

0 ~ a(j~kz(j)) --. a(J~ki) ~ b ~ 1, j E IN }

(2.1)

where the (NtM)-vector q(U) is given by q(U) - e(U)-v, with e(U) the

vertex of S given by

1, h - k~
e. (U) - . j E IN~
J.h p~ h ~ k7U

and where the nonzero elements of the (NtM)-vector q(j,ki) , i- 1,...,

z(j), j E IN are given by
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1- ~(irl)i h - k~,...,ki-1

qj,h(J.ki) -

qj~h(j,ki) -

h - k~
i

-1~(itl) h - kQ,...~k2(j)

1

,i - 1,...,R(j)

- R.(j)tl

and for i- R(j) t 2,...,z(j)

j-vj~h.vj~kl~i~l
~. j É ~. j, h- kJ,...,k~

h-0 J'kh h-0 J'kh
0 i-i

qj h(j,ki) -'.
v. JJ,ki~ ~ ~ kj , h- ki

h-0 J' h

with k(j) given by R(j) - max{i~v, j- 0,...,v, j- 0, i E{0,...,z(j)}},
J'k J'ki

In the case v, j is positive, R(j) ~ias the value -1. In the following
J,k

a(j,kÓ) will be équal to b, for all j E IN, and the vector a in RN}M is

such that the (j,h)-th component of a is equal to a(j,h) if (j,h) E UU Z

and equal to zero otherwise. The union of all A(U,Y(Z)) over all U and

Z will be A(T). Let Q(U,Y(Z)) be the (NtM)xt-matrix with first column q(U),

(1 t Eh-i z(h) t i)-th column q(j,ki), i- 1,...,z(j), j E IN, and let

qj(Uj) and qj(j,ki), i- 1,...,z(j), be the corresponding projections in
n tl

R J , j E IN, then Q(U,Y(Z)) has the following structure

rql(U1) Q1(UlYl(Z1))

q2 (U2 ) 0

Q(U,Y(Z)) -

0

0

. . - 0
qN(UN) 0 ... ... 0 QN(UN.Y (ZN))

N

with Qj(Uj,Yj(Zj)) the (njtl)xz(n)}matrix given by [q.(j,ki) ...
1 n.t~l

q.(j,kJ ]. Observe that both E J q (U) and E J q (j,kJ) areJ z(j) k-1 j,k k-1 j,k i
equal to zero for i- 1,...,z(j), j E IN. Concerning the rank of the
matrix Q(U,Y(Z)) we have the followiny lenuua.

h - kJ
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Lemma 2.2. The rank of the matrix Q(U,y(Z)) is not equal to 1 t IZI iff
1) v- e(U) or 2) ~i : i~ 4,(j) : vj ~kj - 0 or 3) for all ( i,h) ~ U U Z:

i
vi~h - 0

Proof: If v- e(U), then q(U) - 0 so that r(Q(U,y(Z))) ~ IZI. If for

certain j E IN and i~ R(j) : vj~kj is equal to zero we have q(j,ki) -

0 which implies r(Q.(U, y.(Z.)) ~ z(j) so that r(Q(U,y(Z)}) ~ IZI. If
J J~ ] J

1) and 2) do not hold, and d(i,h) ~ U U Z: vi h- 0 then for each

j E IN : r(Qj(Uj,Yj(Zj))) - z(j), qj~h(j,k i) - qj h(U). - 0 it(j,h) ~

U U Z, i- 1,...,z(j),and

z(j)
Eh-U qj ~kj (U) - Eh~Ó) qj ~kJ (j,k~) - 0, i- 1,..., z(j) .

h h

This implies r([q.(U.LQ.(U.,Y.(Z.))~) - z(j) so that the rank of the
J J 7 J J J

matrix Q(U,Y(Z)) is egual to IZI.
If 1), 2) and 3) do not~hold, we will show that the rank of the

matrix Q(U,y(Z)) is equal to ltlZl. If 1) and 2) do not hold then

r(Qj(Uj,Yj(Zj))) - z(j). If 3) does not hold, there is a(j,h) ~ U U Z

such that qj~h(U) ~ 0 and qjlh(j,k ~) - 0 for i- 1,...,zij). Hence

r([qj(Uj),Qj(Uj,yj(zj))~) - 1 t z(j), so that r(Q(u,Y(z))) - i t ~z~.
0

Definition 2.3. For U and y(Z) such that U rl Z- jd and IUjI - 1, J E IN'

(U,y(Z)) is feasible if r(Q(U,y(Z))) - 1 t IZI.

Note that if (U,y(Z)) is feasible then the rank of Q(U,y(Z)) is equal

to t, where t- ITI - Ntl, so that A(U,y(Z)) is a t-dimensional convex

subset of S.

The boundary of A(U,y(Z)) consists of a number of (t-1)-dimens-

ional subsets with exactly one of the inequalities in (2.1) set to an

equality, viz. a(j,k Z(j)) - 0, a(j,ki) - a(j,k i-1) for some

i E{z(j),,,,,2}, a(j,k~) - b or b- 1. In the case b- 1 we have a

subset of the boundary of S, more precisely of (j~k)~~ZS k with S, k-
J. 7.

{x E Slx, - 0}. In section 4 we will give a more detailed description
J,k

of A(U,y(Z) ) .
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Definition 2.4. For T a proper subset of I with ITjI ~ 1, j E IN the

set A(T) is given by

A(T) - U A(U,Y(Z)).
(U,Y(Z)) feasible
U U Z - T

If there is no feasible (U,Y(Z)) with U U Z- T, A(T) is empty.

For non-empty A(T), A(T) is a t-dimensional convex subset of S.

More precisely, A(T) is the convex hull of the point v and all the vert-

ices e(U) of S, such that at least one (U,Y(Z)) is feasible

A(T) -{x E Slx -( 1-b)v t bY, Y E(j k)~TSj.k' U ~ b ~ 1} (2.2)

Observe that the boundary of A(T) is equal to

bd A(T) - (i,h~ET
A(T`{ (i,h) }) U (J,k)~T Sj ~k. (2.3)

Note that if v E(j~k)~,I,Sj~k then there is no feasible (U,Y(Z)) with

U V Z- T so that A(T) is empty.

When v is not equal to a vertex of S, there are 1IN (n tl) one-
J-1 j

dimensional sets A(T). This number is one less if v- e(U) for some U.

Along one of these rays the algorithm will leave the starting point v.

Some sets are illustrated in figure 1 when N- 2.

0
1
1
0

0
1
0
1

A(((1,2),(2,2)),((lrl)))

A({ (1,1) , (1,2) , (2,2) })

A(((1,1),(2,2)),((1,2)))

1
0
1
0

1
0
0
1

n
Figure 1. Some regions A(U,Y(Z)) and A(T) in S- IIN S J, N- 2,J-1

nl - n2 - 1.
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Observe that the number of rays differs in general from the number of
N
E(n,tl) rays in the algorithm given in (7].

j-1 7
Now we will define a triangulation of S which triangulates

A(U,y(Z)) into t-dimensional simplices for each feasible (U,y(Z)), In

fact we first define a triangulation of each subset A(U,y(Z)), S is

then triangulated by the union of all these triangulations. To do so we

take some integer m~ 0; the number m 1 will be the gridsize of the

triangulation.

Definition 2.5. The set G(U,y(Z)) is the set of t-simplices a(yl,n(T))

with vertices
yl~ ~yttl such that

1 -1 -1
i) y- v t b.m q(U) t(i ~)EZa(i,h)m q(i,h) for nonnegative integers

b and a(i,h), (i,h) E Z such that for all j E IN, 0 c a(j,k2(j)) c

... c a(j,k~) c b c m-1;
- i - -

ii) n(T) -(nl,...,nt) is a permutation of t elements consisting of U

and the t-1 elements of Z such that for all i- 1,...,z(j): s~ s'

if a(j,ki) - a(~'ki-1) where n~ -(j,ki) and ns, -(j~ki-1)'
j E IN, In the case i- 1, a(j,kp) - b and rzs, - U;

iii) yltl - yl f m lq(n.), i- 1,...,t,
i

where q(U) and q(i,h), (i,h) E Z are defined as before.

It is clear that G(U,y(Z)) is a triangulation of A(U,y(Z)) and

that the union G(T) of G(U,y(Z)) over all feasible (U,y(Z)) such that

U V Z- T triangulates A(T) and finally that the union G of G(T) over

all T induces a triangulation of S. For N-2 and m- 2, G is illustrat-

ed in figure 2, We will call this triangulation the V-triangulation.
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0
1
1
0

0
1
0
1

1
0
1
0

~.l n.
Figure 2. The V-triangulation of S- II..1 S~ with N- 2 and nl - n2 - 1

with gridsize 2-1.

Note the similarity of the V-triangulation with the K'-triangulation of

Rn when n, - 1 for all j. Since the alqorithm moves from one sicnplex to
J

another adjacent one, we will describe now how the representation of

the latter one can be obtained from the representation of the first one

if they share a common facet.

So, let Q(yl,n(T)) and a(yl,rz(T)) be ín G(U,y(Z)) with common facet i

opposite, say ys, 1 ~ s ~ tfl, then o can be obtained from a as given in

table 1 where in the last column e(j,k) is the (j,k)-th unit vector in
NtMR for k- 1,...,njtl, j E IN. Recall that a(j,k ó) - b for all j.

-1
Y

yltm iq(nl)

1
Y

Y1-m 14(rzt)

rz (T)

(rz2,-.-,rzt. rzl)

(rzl " " 'ns-2'rzs'rzs-1'rzstl" ' 'rzt)

(rzt'rzl"' 'rzt-1)

Table 1. s is the index of the vertex to be replaced.

a

ate(rzl)

a

a-e(rzt)

We will now consider the cases that the facet r opposite vertex ys,

1 ~ s ~ ttl, of a(yl,n(T)) in G(U,y(Z)) is not a facet of another simplex
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in G(U,y(Z)). Then T lies on the boundary of A(U,y(Z)).

1Lemma 2.6. Let a(y ,n(T)) be in G(U,y(Z)) and T the facet opposite vertex

s, 1 ~ s ~ ttl. Then T lies on the boundary of A(U,y(Z)) iff
y - -

a) s- 1: nl - U and b- m-1

b) 1 ~ s ~ ttl: t[s -(7'ki) '~s-1 -(7'k i-1) for certain j E IN and

1 ~ i ~ z( j), and a(n )- a(n )- s s-1
or

ns -(7'kl) ' rzs-1 - U for certain j E IN,and a(ns) - b

c) s- ttl: nt -(j,kZ(j)) for certain j E IN,and a(nt) - 0.

The lemma follows immediately from the definitions of G(U,y(Z))

and A(U,Y(Z)). If T does not lie on the boundary of A(T), T is a facet

of exactly one other simplex á(y',n(T)) in G(T) but with different

(U,y(Z)). If T líes on the boundary of A(T), then it will be shown that

either Z lies on the boundary of S or T is a(t-1)-simplex a(y',n(T'))

in G(T') for some T' with ~T'I - ITI-1.

Suppose that the facet r opposite vertex yl lies on the bound-

ary of A(U,y(Z)) so that nl - U and b- m-1.

Lemma 2.7. T is a(t-1)-simplex in bd S. More precisely, T lies in Sjlk

for all (j,k) ~ T- U U Z.

-1
Proof: Since yl - v t b.m 1 q(U) t(i~~)EZa(i,h)m q(i,h), b- m-1 and

q. (i,h) - 0 for all (j,k) ~ T, (i,h) E Z, we have
7,k

1 - v t(m-1).m lq. (U) - m lv .(j.k) ~ T.
yj,k j,k 7,k j,k

Since nl - U and yitl - yi t m lq(nl), i- 1,...,t, and again since for

all (j,k) ~ T qj~k(ni) - 0 for i- 2,...,t we have

1 - U. (j,k) ~ Tyj,k
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for all i- 2,...,t. Therefore i(y2, ..,yt}1) lies in Sj~k, (j,k) ~ T.
a

Suppose now that the facet T opposite vertex ys, for some 1 ~ s ~ ttl,

lies on the boundary of A(U,Y(Z)) so that ns -(~'k i) ' rzs-1 -(~'k i-1)
for certain j E IN, 1 ~ i ~ z(j) and a(rzs) - a(rzs-1), or ns -(j,ki),

rzs-1 - U for certain j E IN and a(ns) - b. Then either T lies on the

boundary of A(T) or not as is described in the following two lemma's.

Lemma 2.8. The facet T lies not on the boundary of A(T) iff R(j) ~ i-1,

where i is given as in lemma 2.6 case b.

Then t is a facet of exactly one other t-simplex a(yl,n(T)) in G(T):

a) i~ 1: a(yl,n(T)) lies in G(U,Y(Z))

with Y.(Z J-((j,kl) ~--.,(J~ki-2) ,(j,ki) .(j~ki-1) .(j,k i~l),] J
.... (j.kz (])

))

Yh(Zh) - Yh(Zh), h ~ j

and yl - yl and n(T) -(ni,~~"ns-2'rzs'rzs-1'rzstl""'rzt)'

b) i- 1: a(yi,n(T)) lies in G(U',Y(Z'))

with U! -{(j,k~) }, U' - U , h~ j
7 1 h h

Z! -(Z.`{(j,k~)}) U{(j.k~)} . Z' - Z , h~ j~ ~ 1 0 h h

Y(Z.) - ((j.k~) .(j~k~) , ...(j.k~ )). Y (Z') -Y ('L ). h~j
~ 0 2 z(j) h h h h

and yi - yl and n(T) -(ni,...,rzs-2.U'.(j.k0) 'nstl'....nt).

Lemma 2.9. The facet T lies on the boundary of A(T) iff R,(j) - i-1,

where i is given as in lemma 2.6 case b. Then T is a(t-1)-simplex

a(yi,rz(T')) E G(T') with T' - T`{(j,ki-1)}:

-1 -
a) i~ 1: a(y ,n(T')) lies in G(U,Y(Z'))

with Z! - Z.`{(j~ki-1)}. Zh - Zh, h~ j
7 J

Yj(Z~) - ((j~ki) ,....(j~k i-2) .(j,ki) .-..,(j,k z(~))),7

Yh(Zh) - Yh(Zh), h ~ j
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and yl - yl and n(T') -(nl,...,ns-2'ns'nstl~...,nt)

b) i- 1: a(yl,n(T')) lies in G(U',Y(Z'))

with U~ -{(j,ki) }. Uh - Uh, h í~ j

z~ - zj`{(j,kl)}, zh - zh, h~ j
Y~(Z~) -((j,k2) ,...,(J,k z(j))), Yh(Zh) - Yh(Zh), h~ j

so that T' - U' U Z' - T`{(j,k ó)}

and yl - yl and n(T') -(nl,...,ns-2'U''nstl'. "'nt).

Suppose now that the facet T opposite vertex yt}1 lies on the boundary

of A(U,Y(Z)) so that nt -(j,k Z( )) for certain j E IN and a(nt) - 0.
j

Lemma 2.10. t is a(t-1)-simplex Q(yl,n(T`{(j,k Z(j))})) in G(U,Y(Z')) C

G(T`{(Jrkz(J))})

with Z~ - Zj`{(j,kz(J))}, Zh - Zh, h~ J

Yj(Z~) -(( 7,ki) ,....(j~kz(j)-1)). Yh(Zh) - Yh(Zh), h~ j

so that U U Z' - T`{(j,kZ(j))}

and yl - Y1 and n(T`{(j~kz(j))}) -( nl,...,nt-1).
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3. The non-linear complementarity problem on the productspace of unit

simplices.

Let z be a continuous function from S ínto RNtM such that for all x in S

n.tl
7
E x. z. (x) - ~, j E I

k-1 7,k 7,k N

holds.

The problem ís to find an x~ in S such that z(x~) ~ 0. We call this pro-

blem the nonlinear complementarity problem on S(NLCP on S).To solve it

a point x in S is labelled with the (NtMtl)-vector k(x), with R(x) -

(zT(x),1)T. Let T be a subset of I with ITjI ~ 1, j E IN and let S be

triangulated as in section 2. We allow T to be equal to I.

1
Definition 3.1. For k- t-l,t, where t- ITI-Ntl, a k-simplex a(y ,...,
yktl) is T-complete if the system of linear equations

ktl N
E a.Q(yl) t E u. he(j.h) - E R.e(j) - e(NtMtl) (3-1)

i-1 1 (J,h)~T J, j-1 J

7 - i Ntkit 1
, where e(j,h) denotes the (.E1(n,tl)th)-th unit vector in IIt and

NtMtl 1 -
e(j) denotes a vector in R with ej~k(j) - 1, k- 1,...,njtl,

eilh(j) - 0 if i~ j and e (j) is equal to zero for j E IN, has a
NtMtl

ktl ~ (j,h) ~ T, R~, j E I, with a~ ~ 0,solution a~, i- 1,..., , uj,h, 7 N 1-
t

i- 1,...,ktl, and uj,h ~ 0, (j,h) ~ T.

Observe that the system(3-.1) has(ktl)t(NtM-ITI)tN columns,so when k-

t-1 - ITI-N, the system has NtMtl columns and for k- t one column more.

k ~ h) ~ T and R~, j E IN, will beA solution a~, i- 1,..., tl, Uj~h, (j, J
denoted by ( a~,u~,st).

Nondegeneracy assumption: For k- t-1 the system(3.1) hasa unique solut-

ion (a~,u~,8~) with a~ ~ 0, i- 1,...,t, and y~~h ~ 0, (j,h) ~ T, and

for k- t at most one variable of (a~,}t~) is eaual to zero.

By this nondegeneracy assumption, a T-complete t-simplex contains a line

segment of solutions. Each of the two endpoints of such a line segment
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is characterized by a solution with exactly one variable in (a~,u~) set

to zero. A11 other variables in (a~,u~) at such a solution are positive.

We call the solution at an endpoint of such a line segment of solutions
i

a basic solution. To each solution of a T-complete k-simplex, a(y ,...,
ktl ktl t i

y ),k - t-l,t there corresponds a point x-~i-1 ~iy . Since, according
kfl ~

to the last equation of system (3.1) Ei-1 ~i - 1, we have that x lies in

a. In particular, when at a basic solution one of the a~, say a~. is
1

equal to zero the point x lies in the interior of the facet of a opposite
k

the vertex y`1. This facet is then also T-complete. If at a basic solution
tuj k- 0 for some (j,k) ~ T, then a is also a T U{(j,k)}-complete sim-

plex and the corresponding x lies in the interior of a(see figures 3.1-

3.3) .

Figure 3.1. Two endpoints xl and x2 with in each point a basic solution

with one of the a,'s equal to zero.i

3

Figure 3.2. Two endpoints xl and x2 where the first point has a basic

solution with one ai equal to zero and the second point with

all ai's positive and one uj~k, (j,k) (~ T, equal to zero.

The simplex 6 is also T U{(j,k)}-complete.
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1
Y

2
Y

Figure 3.3. Two endpoints xl and x2 with basic solutions with all a.i
positive. The simplex a is T U{(i,h)}-complete and also

T U {(j,k)}-complete with (j,k) ~ (i,h).

Each linesegment of solutions to (3.1) induces a linesegment of points

x in a with two endpoints, say xl and x2.

This linesegment of solutions can be followed by making a linear pro-

gramming pivoting step in the system (3.1).

For a point x in Q the following conditions hold according to

the system (3.1). Let z be the piecewise linear approximation of z with

respect to the underlying triangulation of S, i.e.,

ttl

Z (X) - E ~i Z (yl)

1-1

1
with x- Ei}1 ~iyl in a t-simplex 6(y ,,., yttl) of the underlying tri-

angulation of S. Observe that
Ettl ~- 1 and that the a.'s are uniquelyi-1 i ~ ~ ~ i

determined by x. Then according to (3.1) if (a ,u ,f' ) is a solution and
X - ~ttl ~~ 1

1-1 1 y

z. (x) - Q~. (j~h) E T7,h ~
and (3.2)

zj~h(x) - R~ - u~~h. (j.h) ~ T.
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Hence, for all j E T

S~ - max z, k(x) - z, (x) ,(j,h) E T
7 k-1,...,n.t1 J' 7'h

and 7
u~ h- max z, k(x) - z, (x), (j,h) ~ T.
7' k-1,...,njt1 J, 7,h

Consequently when ( a~,u~,B~) is a solution to (3.1), then x- Eiti a~yi

satisfies the conditions of (3.2) and conversely. We will now consider

a specific case of (3.1) and (3.2).

1
The 0-dimensional simplex a(v) is T-complete with T-{(l,k~) ,...,

(N,k~)} where the index k~, j E IN is defined by

zj~kj (v) - max zj~k(v), j E IN.
0 k-1,...,n,t1

J.
We assume that for each j E IN the index k~ is unique.

~ ~ ~
With k equal to zero the system (3.1) has the solution (a ,u ,S ) with

ai - 1

and

u~ - z j(v) - z. (v), h- 1,...,k7 -1, k7 tl,...,n.tl
7,h j,k~ J,h 0 0 7

R~ - z.
J J J (v) , j E IN

yielding the conditions given in (3.2) with x- v.

Definition 3.2. A T-complete (t-1)-simplex a(yl,...,yt) is complete if

for all x E a: x, - 0, (j,k) ~ T.J,k

Obser-ae that we allcw T to be equal to I.

We will now show that a complete simplex induces an approximate

solution to the NLCP on S.

Theorem 3.3. Let e~ 0 be such that max Izj h(x) - zj~h(y)I ~ e for
(j,h) ~
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all x and y in the same simplex a of the V-triangulation of S. Let a~ be

a complete simplex and let x be as above, then we have that

(1)

c2)

-E c~j ~ E r j E IN

~ ~ z, (x) ~ S~ t e, when x ~ 0a.-E
7 7,h 7 j,h

(3) zj~h(x) ~ S~ t e, when xj~h - 0.

Proof: For certain T let a~(yl,...,yt) be a T-complete (t-1)-simplex such
~ - - t t i

that for all x E a: xj~h - 0, (j,h) ~ T. Let x be given by x- Ei-1~iy
where a~, i- 1,...,t, is given by the unique solution ( a~,u~,s~) of
system (3.1) with a~ ~ 0, i- 1,...,t and u~ ~ 0, (j,h) ~ T. This im-

i 7,h
plies

and
z. (x) - R~~ (j.h) E T
7,h 7

z. (x) ~ R~, (j.h) ~ T.
7,h 7

Hence IS~I - IxT z.(x)~ - ~xT (z.(x) - z.(x))I
7 7 ] 7 7 7

- ~xT(Et a~(z (yl) - z.(x)))~7 1-1 1 j J

~ Ei-1 ~~ I xTel.e - e, j E IN.
J

This implies that for all j, S~ lies between -e and e. Since for all
7

(j,h) E I

I z. (x) - z. (x) ~- ~ Et- a~ ( z (Yl) - z. (x) ) ~
7,h 7,h i-1 i j,h 7,h

~ Et ~~.e - e,i-1 i

z. (x) differs from z. (x) at most e so that
7,h 7,h

R~ - E ~ zj~h(x) ~ S~ t E, (j.h) E T

z (x) ~ R~ t e, (j',h) ~ T.j,h
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If x, is positive, then (j,k) E T so that
~,k

B~ - E ~ z. (x) ~ St t e
] 7,h 7

holds. If x. is zero then either (j,k) E T or (j,k) ~ T and in both
~,k

cases

J,h(X) ~ S~ t E

holds.

Observe that the estimation of the accuracy of zj(x) at an approximate

solution x in a complete simplex is the same for each j. This result

completely differs from the estimated accuracy at such a solution when

the labelling of the algorithm of van der Laan, Talman and Van der Heyden

[7] is used. In that case in general a good approximation of zj(x) is ob-

tained only for one j E IN.

The T-complete t-simplices in A(T), 0 ~ t ~ M, will be shown to

determine paths of adjacent simplices of varying dimension such that

each path is either a loop or has two endpoints. Exactly one endpoint is

the zero dimensional simplex a(v) whereas all other endpoints are com-

plete simplices yielding approximate solutions to the NLCP on S. So

there is exactly one path connecting Q(v) and a complete simplex. This

path will be followed by the algorithm starting with v. By standard ar-

guments, for each T the T-complete t-simplices in A(T) determine paths of

adjacent t-simplices with common T-complete facets such that each path is

either a loop or has two endpoints. An endpoint is either a T-complete

t-simplex with a T-complete facet in the boundary of A(T) or is a T U

{(j,k)}-complete t-simplex, for some (j,k) ~ T. Using the lemma's in

section 2 we will show that a T-complete facet in bd A(T) either is a

complete simplex or the 0-dimensional simplex a(v) or a T`{(i,h)}-com-

plete (t-1)-simplex in A(T`{(i,h)}) for some (i,h) c T. In the last case

this (t-i)-simplex will be an endpoint of a path of adjacent T`{(i,h)}-

complete simplices in A(T`{(i,h)}) with common T`{(i,h)}-complete facets.

If an endpoint of a path in A(T) is a Tl;{(j,k)}-complete t-simplex then this
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simplex is either complete or an endpoint of such a path in A(T V{(j~k)})

as will be shown in lemma 3.5. Al1 of this together will show that the

paths of T-complete t-simplices in A(T) for varying T are loops or have

two endpoints. The starting point v of the algorithm is one of the end-

points whereas all other endpoints are complete simplices.

Let T be such that a(v) is T-complete, say , T. -{(j,kó)},
J

j E IN.

Lemma 3.3. The 0-dimensional simplex a(v) is complete iff v- e(T). In
the case v~ e(T), a(v) is a facet of exactly one T-complete 1-dimension-

al simplex a(yl,n(T)) in G(T), with yl - v and n(T) -(T).
Proof: In the case v- e(T) we have that for all x E a(v), x, - 0~,k '
(j,k) ~ T, so that a(v) is a complete simplex. In the case v~ e(T) there

is a j E IN such that v. kj ~ 1. Hence, there is an h E In,tl' h~ k0'
~' 0such that v. ~ 0, (j,h) ~ T, so that a(v) is not3a complete~,h

simplex. Further we have that r(Q(T,y({d)) - 1, so that (T,y((L)) is feas-
ible. The simplex a(v) is then a facet of the T-complete 1-simplex
a(yl,n(T)) in G(T) with yl - v and n(T) -(T). The vertex y2 of a is
equal to v t m iq(T). O

Note that a(v) is complete iff (T,y((~)) is not feasible. Therefore, if
v~ e(T), a(v) is an endpoint of a path of adjacent 1-simplices in A(T)
with T-complete common facets and is not an endpoint of another path. We

consider now an endpoint a of a path in A(T) for some T which has a T-
complete facet r in bd A(T) unequal to a(v). So a lies in A(U,y(Z))

1for some feasible (U,y(Z)) with T- U V Z and a- a(y ,n(T)).

Lemma 3.4. T is a complete simplex if z lies opposite yl.

Proof: t is a T-complete (t-1)-simplex and according to lemma 2.7 we have
for all x E T: x. - 0 (j,k) ~ T. Hence T is a complete..simplex. o~,k '

When T lies opposite ys in bd A(T) for some 1 ~ s ~ ttl, then according
to lemma 2,9 T is a T`{(j,k~ )}-complete (t-1)-simplex in G(T`{(j,k~ )})i-1 i-1
with ns -(j,ki) and is therefore an endpoint of a path in A(T`{(j,k~ )}).

i-1
Zf T lies opposite yttl

in bd A(T) then from lemma 2.10 r is
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a T`{(j,kZ(j))} - complete (t-1)-simplex in G(T`{(j,kZ(j))}) and is an

endpoint of a path in A(T`{(j,kZ( ))}),
j

Next let a(yl, n(T))be a T V{(j,k)} -complete t-simplex in A(T) for some

(j,k) ~ T. Then a lies in A(U,y(Z)) for some feasible (U,y(Z)) with T-

U U Z. Let R(T) be given by R(T) -{(i,h)Ivirh - 0, (i,h) ~ T}.

Lemma 3.5. a is complete iff v. ~ 0 and IR(T)I t t- M. In the case a~,k
is not complete, a is a T U{(j,k)}-complete facet of exactly one T U

-1 -
{(j,k) }-complete (ttl)-simplex Q(y ,n(T U {(j,k) })) in G(T U {(j,k) }).

Proof: In the case v, ~ 0 and IR(T)I t t- M, we have (j,k) ~ R(T),
~,k

i.e., R(T U{(j,k)}j - R(T). Further R(T U{(j,k)}) rl (T V{(j,k)}) - Q

and IR(T V{(j,k)})I t(ITI t 1) - IR(T)I t(ttN-1) t 1- N t M. Hence

R(T V{(j,k)}) U T U{(j,k)} - I. For all the vertices yl, i- 1,...,ttl,

we have yl - 0, (g,p,) ~ T U{(j,k)}, so that for all x E Q also x -
g,R 9.R

0, (g,~,) ~ T U{(j,k)}. Hence, Q is a complete t-simplex, In the case

v. ~ 0 and IR(T)I t t ~ M, we have that the union of R(T U{(j,k)}) and
~,k

T U{(j,k)} is a proper subset of I. There is at least one index (i,h)

not in R(T U{(j,k)}) U T V{(j,k)}. This implies vilh ~ 0, hence Yi,h -
-1(1-bm )vi~h ~ 0 for ~, - 1,...,ttl, so that for all x E o, xi~h ~ 0.

1
Hence, Q is not complete. So, Q(y ,n(TI) in G(U,y(Z)) is a facet of the

T U { (j,k) }-complete (ttl)-simplex a(yi ,n(T V { (j,k) })) in G(U,y(Z' ) ) C

G(T U {(j,k)} ) with

Z~ - Zj U{(j,k)}, Zh - Zh, h~ j,

yj(Zj) - (( j,ki ) ,...,(j,kz(J)), ( j,k)), Yh(Zh) - Yh(Zh), h~j.

so that U U Z' - T U{(j,k)},

and yl - yl and n(T U{(J,k)}) -(nl.....nt.(j,k)).

In the case v, - 0, we have (j,k) E R(T), i.e., R(T V{(j,k)}) -
~,k

R(T)`{(j,k)}, so that IR(T U{(j,k)})I t(ITI tl) ~ NtM. The union of

T U{(j,k)} and R(T U{(j,k)}) is a proper subset of I. Analogously to
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the case v. ~ 0 and IR(T)I t t ~ M we have that a is not complete. We
~,k

will now consider the three cases 1) R(j) --1. 2) -1 ~ A,(j) ~ z(j) and

3) !L(J) - z(j) .

1) k(j) --1: a(yl,n(T)) in G(U,y(Z)) is a T U{(j,k)}-complete facet of

the T U{(j,k)}-complete (ttl)-simplex a(yl,n(T V{(j,k)}))

in G(U',Y(Z')) with

U~ -{(j,k)}. Uh - Uh, h~ j

Z~ - Zj U{(j,k~)}, Zh - Zh, h~ j

Yj(Zj) - ((j,k~), (J.ki ).....(j~kz(j))),

Yh (Zh) - Yh ( Zh) , h i~ j

so that U'U Z'- T U{(j,k)}

and yl - yl, n(T) -(nl,-- " ns-1,U',(j,kó), nstl,...,nt)

with s such that ns - U, and a((j,k~)) becomes b.
Note that q(ns) - q(U) is equal to q(U') t q((j,ko)),
where the q(n,)'s are defined with respect to the new U'i
and Y (Z' ) .

2) -1 ~ JC(j) ~ z(j): o(yl,n(T)) in G(U,Y(Z)) is a T U{(j,k)}-complete

facet of the T U{(j,k)}-compete (ttl)-simplex

a(yl,rz(TU{(j,k)})) in G(U,Y(Z')) with
Z', - Z. U{(j,k) }, Z' - Z, h~ j

7 ~ h h

Yj(Z~) - ((j,ki) ,...,(j~kR(j)), (j.k).

(~~k R(j)tl) '...,(j.kZ( )))
j

yh(Zh) - Yh(Zh), h ~ j

so that U V Z' - T V {(j,k) },

1and Y1 - Y, n(T V{(j.k)}) -(nl,--..ns-1,(j,k).

ns,...,nt) where ns -(j,kR(j)}1), and a((j,k)) be-
comes a(n ).s
Note that q(ns) - q((j,kR(j)}i)) is equal to

q( (j,k) ) } q(tts) .
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3) k(j) - z(j): Q(yl,rc(T)) is a T U{(j,k)}-complete facet of the T V

{(j,k)}-complete (ttl)-simplex Q(yl,n(T U {(j,k)})) in

G(U,y(Z')) with

Z~ - Zj U{(j,k) }, Zh - Zh, h~ j

yj(Z~) - ((j.ki), ...,(j~kz(J)). (j.k)),

Yh(zh) - Yh(Zh), h ~ j

so that U U Z- T V{(j,k)}

and yl - Y1 and n(T U{(j,k)}) -(nl,---,nt, (j,k)). O

In each case 6(yl,n(T U{(j,k)})) is an endpoint of exactly one path of

adjacent (ttl)-simplíces in A(T U{(j,k)}). All of this together implies

that each T-complete t-simplex in A(T), T C I, lies on exactly one path.

Since the total number of simplices o(yl,n(T)) in G(T) is finite for

each T, all paths are finite and there is exactly one path from Q(v) to

a complete a~ which can be followed within a finite number of steps.

Moreover, the solutions to (3.1) on this path determine a piecewise li-

near path from v to xg, where x~ is the final basic solution in o~. This

path can be followed by performing alternating linear programming pivot

steps in system (3.1) and replacement steps according to table 1. If

for some T, a T-complete facet t in A(T`{(i,h)}) is generated then e(i,h)

is reintroduced in system (3.1) with respect to t. On the other hand,

when a T U{(j,k)}-complete t-simplex a in A(T) is generated and a is

not complete, a linear programming pivot step in the system (3.1) with

respect to a is made with the label of the unique vertex of the (ttl)-

simplex in A(T U{(j,k)}) having a as facet opposite this vertex. So,

the steps of the algorithm which generates the path from v to an approxi-

mate solution x~ are described as follows where s is the index of the

vertex of a whose label is to be calculated.

Step 0: Let (j,k~) be the index for which zjlkj(v) - max k z. ~,(v), j E I.
~ J ~ -'- LT

If vj~kj - 1 for j E IN then Q(v) is complete and the algorithm

0 1 N
terminates, else set U- T-{(1,kU, ...,(N,kO)}, Z-(~, t- 1,

yl - v, n(T) -(U), a- a(yl.n(T)), s- 2, b- U, uj~h -
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zjlkj ( v) - zj~h(v), ( j,h) ~ T, al - 1, Rj - zj~kj (v), J E IN,
0 0

r- jR(T)I with R(T) -{(i,h) E I~vi~h - 0, (i,h) E T}.

Step 1: Calculate R(ys). Perform a pivot step by bringing 2(ys) in the

linear system

ttl N
E aiR.(yl) t E u e(j,h) - E S.e(J) - e(NtMtl).

i-1 (i,h)~T J.h j-1 J

i~s

Either e(j,h) for some (j,h) ~ T is eliminated, then go to step
s s

3, or R(ys) is eliminated for exactly one vertex y~ y. The

facet T( 1,.. ~ s-1 stl ttl
y y ,y ,...,y ) is T-complete.

SteP 2: If s- 1, b- m-1 and nl - U then T is a complete simplex and

the algorithm terminates.

If 1 ~ s ~ ttl and if ns -(j.k i)' ns-1 -(J'ki-1)' a(ns) -
a(ns-1) for certain i~ 1 and j E IN or ns -(j.ki)~ ns-1 - U'
a(n )- b, i- 1 for certain j E IN, then if k(j) - i-1 the di-

s j
mension is decreased, set t- t-1, T- T`{(j,ki-1)} and p-

1
(j,ki-1) while U.,Z,,z(j),y.(Z.) and a(y ,n(T)) are adapted

J 7 J 7
according to lemma 2.9,and go to step 4. In the case R(j) ~ i-1,

Uj,Zj,yj(Zj) and Q(yl,n(T)) are adapted according to lemma 2.8

and return to step 1 with s equal to the index of the new vertex

of a.

If s- ttl, nt -(j,k Z(j)) and a(nt) - 0, then the dimension is

decreased; set t- t-1, T- T`{(j,k Z(j))} and p-(j,k Z(j))

while Zj, z(j), yj(Zj) and o(yl,n(T)) are adapted accordiny to

lemma 2.10, and go to step 4. In all other cases a(yl,n(T)) and

a are adapted according to table 1; return to step 1 with s

equal to the index of the new vertex of o.

Step 3: If v. ~ 0 and rtt - M, then a is a complete simplex and the~,k

T- T U{(j,k)}. Return to step 1 with s the index of the new
vertex of a.

1 Z. z(j), Y.(Z.).algorithm terminates; otherwise a(y ,n(T)), Uj,
J, J J

a and r are adapted according to lemma 3.5, set t- ttl and
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Ste~ 4; Perform a pivot step by bringing e(p) in the linear system

ttl N
E aiR(yl) t E uj~h e(j,h) - E Rje(j) - e(NtMtl)

i-1 (j,h)~T j-1
(J~h)~P

If for some (j,k) ~ T, e(j,k) is eliminated, go to step 3, other-

wise return to step 2 with s the index of the vertex whose label

R(ys) is eliminated.

So, the algorithm starts by making a step from v by increasing for each

j the component (j,k~) of v with the largest z.-value, i.e., for which
J

zj kj (v) - maxhz, h(v). Simultaneously, all other components of v are
0 ~'

decreased relatively with the same amount. By alternating pivot and re-

placement steps the components (j,k~). j E IN, are increased until for

some index (j,k), zjlk(x) becomes equal to z, kj (x). Then xj~k is also
~' 0

increased keeping z, (x) equal to z, j(x). In general, the algorithm
~,k ~,k

follows a path of points x in A(T) for O certain proper subset T of I

such that according to (3.2) for each j all the z, (x), (j,k) E T, are~,k
equal to eachother whereas the other components are smaller. This path

of points x is followed by generating a sequence of adjacent t-dimension-

al simplices where t- ITI-Ntl, by alternating replacement and pivot

steps. As soon as for some index (j,h) ~ T, z, (x) is equal to
~,h -

maxkz; k(x) for some j, the index (j,k) is added to T and xj k is in-

creased keeping now also zj~h(x) equal to maxkz, k(x). When-an x lies on
J~

bd A(T) either x is an approximate solution to the NLCP or x lies in

A(T `i(i,h)}) for some (i,h) E T. In that case xi~h is relatively equal

to vi h and the index (i,h) is deleted from T. Then the algorithm con-

tinues in A(T`{(i,h)}) by decreasing zi~h(x) away from maxkzi,k(x) by

reintroducing e(i,h) in system (3.1). For N- 1 the procedure is similar

to the one described in [7]. However when N~ 1, the algorithm is comple-

tely different from the latter one since in that algorithm the starting

point v is left along one of the NtM rays depending on which z. (v) is~,k
the largest component of z(v), causing an increase of the (j,k)-th

component of v of, say, d and a decrease of exactly one other component

of v, with the same amount. The (j,k)-th component of x is then increas-
7

ed along this ray until for some index (i,h), zi h(x) is equal to
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zj~k(x). Then xi h is also increased, keeping zi h(x) equal to zj~k(x).

In general that algorithm generates in ITI-dimensional regions A(T)

with I T.I ~ n.tl, j E IN, points x such that zi~h(x) - max(j~k) zj~k(x)
J J

where the maximum is over all ( j,k) in I, ( i,h) E T. The algorithm ter-
minates then at x as soon as for some j E I for each k E I eitherN n.tl
z~~k(x) - maxi~h zi~h(x) or x, k- 0. ~

].
Note that at such an approximate solution there is for each g E IN, g~ j,
an index (g,k) with xg~Q ~ 0 and z Q(x) ~ maxi,h zi,h(x). This could

g.
yield a poor approximation. For the algorithm explained in this section,
however, zg~R(x) - maxh zg~h(x) for all indices (g,k) with xg~R ~ 0, for
all g E IN, at a solution x which should give a better approximation.
The main feature of the new algorithm is the great number of rays to
leave the starting point (when N~ 1), viz, ~(n tl), instead of7-1 j
EN (n tl) for the one described in [5] or (7].~-1 j
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4. A geometric interpretation and some variante of the V-triangulation

In this section we will give an other representation of the re-

gions A(U,y(Z)) for feasible (U,y(Z)) with U U Z- T.

Let pr(Kj), Kj C I(j), be the (NtM)-vector given by

v. ~ E v. (i,h) E K.
r 1'h (j,k)EK. 7'k' Jpi~h(Kj) - J

0 , otherwise

n.
i.e., pr(K.) projects v,on fl SkJ, then pr is the relative project-

J J J (j.k)~K. n. J
ion of v, on the boundaries J SkJ, (j,k) Q Kj. If Kj - I(j) we de-

J n. n.
fine Il SkJ - S J. For all the vectors q(j,kY), i- 1,...,z(j),

(j,k)~K.
j E IN, we h~ve

r r
q(j,ki) - P ({(j,k~) , ..,(J~ki)}) - p ({(j~k~) ....,(j~ki-1)})

(4.1)

Let x c A(U,y(Z)), then according to (2.1)

x- v t bq(U) t E a(i,h)q(i,h)
(i,h)~Z

with 0 ~ a(j,kZ(j)) ~... ~ a(j,ki) ~ a(j,kÓ) - b ~ 1 for all

N
Note that q(U) - e(U) - v- E pr({(j,k~)}) - v.

j-1

Using (4.1) this yields

N ~(J)
x-(1-b)v t E E aJ~h pr({(j,k~) .---,(j.ki)})

j-1 h-0

with for all j E IN

a(j,1sh) - a(j,1~t1), h - 0,...,z(j)-1
;~ . -J,h a(j~kZ( ) ) , h - z(j).

j

(4.2)

(4.3)
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According to (4.2) we have aj~h ~ 0, h- 0,...,z(j) and Eh(0)~ h- bj~
for all j e IN. We can rewrite (4.3) in the following way

N z(j)
x-(1-b)vtb E E a~ ~ pr({(j,k~) ,...(j,kf)})

j-1 h-0 J' .
(4.4)

with Eh(p) a' h- 1, ~', h? 0, h- 0,...,z(j) for all j C. IN. n.r j, J, JLet p.(K.), K. C I(j), again be the relative projection of v. ~ S on
J J J n. J

the boundaries SkJ, (j,k) Q kj, and let the set P~(Uj,Yj(Zj)) be given

by

n. z(j) r
Pr(U..Y.(Z J) -{Y E S J~y - E ~h pj({(j,kó) ,...(j.kh)}),

J J J J h-0
z(j)

with E ah - 1, a~ 0, h- 0,...,z(j)}, (4.5)
h-~ h -

n.
The set n~(Uj,Yj(Zi)) is a z(j)-simplex in S J, which lies on the boun-

daries Skj, (j,k) Q T.. Then it is clear that for all j
J

U
UjUZj-Tj

(U,Y(Z)) feasible

n.
P~(Uj,Yj(Zj)) - fl SkJ

(j,k)QTj
(4.6)

and that

N
U TT Pr(U.,Y.(Z.)) - fl S. k (4.7)

(U,Y(Z)) feasible j-1 J J J J (j,k) Q T J'
UUZ-T

Recall from equation (2.3) that the latter set is equal to A(T) fl bdS,

i.e., the set fl S, k is the convex hull of the vectors e(U) in S

with U C T and(J'k)QT J~ ~U.I - 1, j~ IN.
J

All this together leads to the following representation of

A(U.Y(Z)).

N
A(U.Y(Z)) -{x c Slx -(1-b)vtby, Y E iT P~(Uj,Yj(Zj)).

j-1
0 ~ b ~ 1}. (4.8)

Recall from (2.2) that indeed



A(T) -{x E Sjx -(1-b)v}by, y E fl S. , 0 ~ b ~ 1}.
(j,k)íLT J'k

It is by no means obligatory to use the relative projection pr.
n.

One can take any possible projection of vj on SkJ, (j,k) Q Uj U Zj. We

will discuss three other projections, namely the barycentric,orthogonal

and unit vector projection. The feasibility of (U,y(Z)) depends on the

chosen projection.
Let pb(Kj), Kj C I(j), be the (NtM)-vector given by

~K.j-1, (i,h) E K.
b J 7pi~h(Kj) -

0 , otherwise

i.e., pb(Kj) projects vj on the barycenter of fl SkJ, then pb(Kj)

is called the barycentric projection of v, on (J'k)~LKj the boundaries
J

SkJ. (J.k) f~ Kj.

Next, let p(Kj),Kj C I(j), be the (N}M)-vector given by
1

- rv, t I- j(1 - E v. ), (i,h) C K.

po (K.) il l~h KJ (j,k)EKj J,k ]

i,h J
p , otherwise

n.
o J oi.e., p.(K.) projects v, orthogonally on (1 Sk , then p.(K.)nis call-
J J J J J

ed the orthogonal projection of vj on (J'k)~Kj the boundaries SkJ,

(j,k) (~ Kj. Observe that for all j e IN

po(K.) -~ Pr(K.) t(1-a) Pb(K.) with a- E v. k.
J J J J J J (j,k)EKj J'

n.
In case v. is the barycenter of S J all the three projections coincide.

J
Finally, let pu(Kj), Kj C I(j), be the (NtM)-vector given by

u - rl, (i,h) - lexicomin (Kj)

pi,h(K ) 1J 0, otherwise

where lexicomin (Kj) -(j,h) if h is the first index with (j,h) in Kj.

So, pu(K.) projects v, on a unit vector e(k.), k, E K,; pu(K.) is call-
J J J 7 J J J J

ed the unit vector projection of v..
J

Similar as in (4.1) we define the matrix Q1(U,y(Z)), i- o, b

and u. Concerninq the rank of the matrix we have the following two lem-
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ma's.

Lemma 5.1. The rank of the matrix Q1(U,y(Z)), i- o, b is not equal to

1} IZI iff 1) v- e(U) or 2) for all (j,k) (~ U U Z: vj k- 0.

The number of regions A1(U,y(Z)), i- o, b for feasible (U,y(Z)) is

larger than the number of regions A(U,y(Z)) for feasible (U,y(Z)) if v

lies on the boundary of S, and the numbers are equal if v lies in the

interior of S.

Lemma 5.2. The rank of the matrix Qu(U,y(Z)) is not equal to 1 t ~Z~

iff 1) v- e(U) or 2) ~d(j,k)f~ U U Z: v, - 0 or 3) 3, 3 .
7,k 7~IN i:l ~ i ~ z(j)-

k~ ~ k~ - -i-1 i

In fact for each proper subset T of I, with v~(j ~1)~,1, S k, there is
j~

exactly one feasible (U,y(Z)) with U v Z- T.

More precisely, for each j E IN, (Uj,yj(Zj)) -((j,k~) ,...,(j,kZ(j))

satisfies kÓ ~ ki ~... ~ kZ(j) . Each projection will lead to a

different triangulation of S but, however, they all yield the same A(T).

We will now discuss the V-triangulation and the triangulations induced

by the barycentric-, orthogonal- and unit vector projections on the n-

dimensional unit simplex Sn which is a special case of the productspace
~N n.

of unit simplices S- II.-1 S~, namely N- 1 and nl - n. Let v be the

starting point of the algorithm.Sn is divided into regions A(T) for T

a nonempty proper subset of Intl. Each A(T) is subdivided into regions

A(U,y(Z)) or, if we take the barycentric-, orthogonal and unit vector

projections, regions A1(U,y(Z)), i- b, o and u, for feasible (U,y(Z)).

Note that U consists of exactly one element. For m- 2 and n- 3 the

four triangulations of Sn with grid size 2-1 are illustrated in figures

4.1 - 4.4. The unit vector projection triangulation of Sn coincides

with a triangulation proposed in Tuy, Thoai and Muu [11].
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e(1) pr({1,2})

e(3)

e(2)

Figure 4.1. The V-triangulation of Sn, n- 2 with gridsize m 1-

e (3)

e(1) e (2)pb({1.2})

Figure 4.2. The triangulation of Sn, n- 2, with barycentrical projection,
-1and gridsize m - }
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Figure 4.3. The triangulation of Sn, n- 2, with orthogonal projection,
-1and gridsize m - }

pu({1,2})-Pu({1,3})
e(1)

p"({2.3})
e(2)

Figure 4.4. The triangulation of Sn, n- 2, with unit vector projection,
-1and gridsize m - }
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It follows from section 2 that for T C Intl

A(T) -{x E Rn}llx -(1-b)vtby with y E fl Sk, 0 ~ b ~ 1},
kQT

where Sk - {x E Sn~xk - 0}, and that

bd A(T) - ( fl Sn) ii ( U A(T`{h}) ),
kQT k hET

Since fl Sk - co({e(k) i é T}), we have that
k~T

A(T) -{x E Snlx - v t E aiv(i), ,~i ~ 0, i E T}
iET

with v(i) - e(i) - v, i c Intl.Therefore the regions A(T), T C In}1, are

similar to the regions defined in van der Laan and Talman [2] for their

basic algorithm on Sn with respect to the matrix Q. This matrix induces

the Q-triangulation of Sn. In the same way we could define a triangulation

with respect to the matrix V-[v(1),...,v(ntl)]. However this triangulat-

ion does not triangulate Sn. Note that when v is equal to the barycenter

of Sn, this triangulation coicides with the U-triangulation of the affine

hull of Sn, proposed in Talman [1(1], (see also van der Laan and Talman

[3]). The disadvantage of these triangulations is that approximate solut-

ions can only be obtained from fu11 dimensional simplices, even if the

(real) solution of the problem lies on the boundary of Sn, since they do

not triangulate Sn but its affine hull.

The triangulation presented in section 2 is a triangulation of

Sn so that each Sk, k E In}1, is also triangulated. This makes it possible

to terminate with lower dimensional simplices on the boundary of Sn. In

general this will yield a better approximate solution if the mesh of the.

triangulation is the same. Moreover, if the starting point lies on the

boundary of Sn, movements on the boundary of Sn are possible.

The steps of the aigorithm in section 3 applied to Sn are almost the same

as the steps of the basic algorithm with the Q- or the U-triangulation.

The only difference is the definition of the regions A(T), T L In}1, and

the triangulation of each A(T).
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5. Computational results.

The algorithm presented in section 2 has been applied to the non-

cooperative N-person game, a pure exchange economy and an international

economy.
We will now give a short description of the finite non-cooperat-

ive N-person game. Letl' -(In tl'~~-'In tl' a1,...,aN) be a 2N-tuple with

In }1 the index set of strategies of person j and aj : I'~ R}, where

I' i I~j-1 Injtl' ~ c IN. A vector s- (s1,...,sN) in I' denotes for each

player j E: ïN that he plays his sj-th pure strategy. aj(s) is the loss

for player j if strategy s E I'is played. A vector x-(x1,...,xN) E S
~.l n.

with S- II.-1 S~ denotes a mixed strategy vector of the game. Let vj(x)

be the expected loss of player j with mixed strategy vector x ~ S, then

we have

N
v.(x) - E a.(s) TT x. , j E I

~ sEI' ~ i-1
1'si N.

(5.1)

The expected loss v, (x) of player j when he plays his k-th pure strate-
7,k

gy is given by

sEI' ~ i-1 ~si nj
s.-k i~j
]

It follows from (5.1) and (5.2) that

n.tl
J

v.(x) - E x. v (x).
] k-1 ],k j~k

(5.3)

~ ~
A mixed strategy vector x E S is a Nash equilibrium of P if vj(x )-

N
vjlk(x) - E a,(s) TT x, , k E I }1, j E IN. (5.2)

,r
vj~k(x ) ~ 0 for all k E In }1, j E IN. Let z be the function from S to

lTN R 3 defined by
~-1

zj~k(x) - v.(x) - v, k(x), k E In tl, j E IN (5.4)
] J. ~

then according to (5.3) we have

xTz.(x) - 0, j E IN.
J ]
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~
A solution x~ S of the NLCP with the function z defined as in (5.4) is

a Nash equilibrium of P and conversely. The algorithm presented in section

3 has been applied to three non-cooperative N-person games and compared to

the algorithm given in [7]. In each application both algorithms are start-

ed in the barycenter of S with a gridsize of m 1- 1 for the V-triangul-

ation and with a gridsize vector (1~(nltl),...,1~(nNtl)) for the algorithm

described in [7] using the Q-triangulation. When a complete simplex is

found the grid is refined with a factor of two and the algorithm is re-

started in the approximate solution for the V-triangulation and in the

grid point closest to the approximate solution for the Q-triangulation.

The grid refinement is stopped when the accuracy of the approximate solut-

ion is less than 10-10. For each round with the new algorithm the total

number of linear programming steps, the total number of function evaluat-

ions up to that round and the accuracy of the approximate solution is

given in a table. Since for the algorithm in [7] the number of rounds is

much larger to obtain the same accuracy, only the results with correspond-

ing accuracy are given in the tables.

Throughout this section we will use the following notations,

v: round number of the algorithm

LP: accumulated number of linear programming steps

FE: accumulated number of function evaluations

E: accuracy of the approximate solution; Ev - max, z (xv) with xv~,k j,k
the approximate solution in round v.
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Game 1. Three players with each player two strategies, N- 3, nj - 1,

j E IN. The elements aj(s) are given in table 2.

(1,1) (1,2) (2,1) (2,2)

1 2 8 5

8 8 2 2

4 2 2 1

2 6 1 3

4 1 4 2

8 8 2 1

Table 2. The elements aj(s), s E I, j r IN. The number in the (j,k)-th

row and the (i , i )-th column denotes the loss for player j when he

plays his k-thkpurekstrategy and for h- 1,2 player kh plays his ik -th

pure strategy with kl, k2 ~ j and kl ~ k2. h

The solution of this game is x~ -(1~5, 4~5, 3~7, 4~7, 2~3, 1~3)T.

The results are given in tabel 3 and 4.

v LP FE E

1 12 12 6.10-2
2 21 20 3.10-3

3 38 34 9.10-5

4 46 42 7.10-7

5 54 50 5.10-9

6 70 64 ~ 10-10

Table 3. Results game 1 with the V-triangulation of S.
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v LP FE E

3 22 24 3.10-2

4 34 35 3.10-3
7 66 69 2.10-4

11 125 126 8.10-~

14 163 162 9.10-9

18 2U6 205 ~ 10-10

Table 4. Results game 1 with the Q-triangulation of S.

Game 2: Three players with each player three strategies, N- 3, nj - 2,

j c' I. The elements aj(s) are given in table 5(see van der Laan and
N

Talman [5 ])

(1,1) (1,2) ( 1,3) (2,1) (2,2) (2,3) (3,1) (3,2) (3,3)

2 3 4 2 3 3 4 1 5

1 1 4 3 4 1 6 8 2

q 7 2 4 5 5 3 6 4

5 6 7 4 8 9 3 5 1

1 1 3 3 2 1 2 2 4

2 3 6 5 3 6 7 5 8

1 3 5 1 6 2 1 2 4

2 6 5 3 3 7 8 5 5

5 2 2 4 6 5 8 1 3

Table 5. The elements aj(s), s~ I, j ~ IN.

The game has as solution x~ -(3~7, 4~7, 0; 0,1,0; 0, 2~

The results are given in table 6 and 7.

v LP FE E

1 14 15 ~ 10-10

Table 6. Results game 2 with the V-triangulation of S.
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V LP FE E

1 22 21 4.10-10

2 29 29 1.10-10

3 33 34 ~ 10
10

Table 7. Results game 2 with the Q-triangulation of S.

Game 3. Four players with each player two strategies, N- 4, nj - 1,

j c IN. The elements a.(s) are given in table 8.
]

(1,1,1) (1.1,2) (1,2,1) (1.2,2) (2,1,1) (2.1,2) (2,2.1) (2,2,2)

3 3 4 2 3 3 4 1

4 1 4 3 1 1 6 8

4 6 2 4 5 3 3 6

5 2 7 4 8 6 3 5

1 6 3 3 3 3 1 2

2 2 6 5 4 6 3 5
6 3 5 1 3 2 3 2

2 6 5 3 4 7 1 5

Table 8. The elements a.(s), s È I, j~ IN. The number in the (j,k)-th
J

row and the (ik , ik , ik )-th column denotes the loss for player j when
he plays his k-th pure strategy and for h- 1,2,3 player kh plays his
i~-th pure strategy with kl, k2, k3 ~ j and kl ~ k2 ~ k3.

w 1 4 2 1~ TThe solution found for this game is x-( ~5, ~5; 1, 0; 1, 0; ~3, ~3) .

The results are given in table 9 and 10.

V LP FE E

1 9 ii 2.10-1

2 24 25 ~ 10
10

Table 9. The results of game 3 with the V-triangulation of S.
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v LP FE E

1 5 6 4.10-1

18 117 127 ~ lÓ 10

Table 10. Results game 3 with the Q-triangulation of S.

We will now give a short description of a pure exchange economy. Suppose

that ntl is the number of commodities and m the total number of economic
ntlagents. Let p(: R `{0}, then the j-th agent is assumed to respond to

this vector of prices by a vector of excess demands

(zi(P),....zntl(P)), j - 1,...,m.

We assume that each z~, i- 1,...,ntl, j- 1,...,m is homogeneous of degree
i

zero; this permits us to restrict ourselves to prices on the n-dimensional

unit simplex. For each individual we have the budget constraint

pT z~(P) - 0, j- 1,...,m

and furthermore we assume that each excess demand function is continuous

on the simplex Sn. It is quite easy to show that an economy model satis-
~,

fying the assumptions mentioned above has a price vector p such that

m
zi(p~) - E zi(p~) ~ 0, i- i,...,ntl,

j-1

Such a price vector is called an equilibrium price vector. An equilibrium
~

price vector p is a solution of the NLCP on Sn with z the excess demand

function and conversely.
We will consider the following exchange model. The j-th agent

has an ir.itial er.3owment w, ~ 0 of commodity i, i- 1,...,nrl and has
7,i

a utility function given by
1~

u.(x) -(nEl a~l-aj).xa~) a~, x C Rntl,i i~ i-1 ~

with aj~i ~ 0, j- 1,...,m, i- 1,...,ntl and aj ~ 1, j- 1,...,m.
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This yields the following excess demand functions
ntl

j aj~ i k~ 1 wj , k pk

z.(p) - - w. , j- 1,...,m and i- 1,...,ntl
i b. ntl 1-b. ~,i

~ E a ~ (5.5)
pi k-1 j,k pk

with bj -(1-aj)-1, j- 1,...,m. Note that bj is strictly positive for all

j E Im.

As mentioned in section 4, the n-dimensional unit simplex is a

special case of the productspace S. We have applied the algorithm present-

ed in section 3 to the three pure exchange economies given in Scarf [9]

and again compared to the algorithm described in (7] with the Q-triangul-

ation. Both algorithms were run in exactly the same way as for the pre-

vious examples with terminating accuracy 10-9. The data of the examples

can be found in Scarf [9].

Economy 1: 5 commodities and 3 consumers, i.e. n- 4 and m- 3.

The results are given in table 11 and 12.

v LP FE E

1 4 6 2.101

2 9 12 3.100
3 20 24 2.10-1

4 25 30 9.10-3

5 29 35 3.10-4

6 33 40 7.10-6

7 37 45 7.10-8

8 41 50 ~ 10-9

Table 11. Results economy 1 with the V-triangulation of Sn.
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v LP FE E

1 5 6 2.101

2 19 21 3.100

4 40 44 2.10-1

6 56 62 1.10-2

9 77 86 2.10-4

11 91 102 7.10-6

14 115 128 5.10-8

18 138 155 ~ 10-9

Tab1e 12. Results economy 1 with the Q-triangulation of Sn.

Economy 2: 8 commodities and 5 consumers, i.e. n- 7 and m- 5.

The results are given in table 13 and 14.

v LP FE E

1 7 9 9.100

2 16 19 2.100

3 36 40 9.10-2

4 45 50 3.10-3

5 52 58 4.10-4

6 59 66 1.10-5
7 67 75 2.10-7
8 76 85 1.10-9

9 86 96 ~ 10-10

Table 13. Results economy 2 with the V-triangulation of Sn.
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v LP FE E

1 8 9 9.100

2 36 38 1.100

3 53 56 1.10-1

6 101 107 5.10-3

8 130 138 3.10-4

10 160 170 1.10-5

13 203 216 2.10-7

17 261 278 1.10-9

18 279 297 ~ 10-9

Table 14. Results economy 2 with the Q-triangulation of Sn.

Economy 3: 10 commodities and 5 consumers, i.e. n- 9 and m- 5.

The results are given in table 15 and 16.

v bP FE E

1 9 11 2.101

2 21 24 4.100

3 36 40 6.10-1

4 49 54 1.10-1
5 65 71 6.10-3

6 83 90 2.10-4

7 97 105 4.10-6

8 114 123 2.10-8

9 125 135 1.10-9

10 138 149 ~ 10-9

Table 15. Results economy 3 with the V-triangulation of Sn.
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v LP FE E

1 10 11 1.101

2 27 29 1.100

3 44 47 4.10-1

4 63 67 2.10-1

7 118 125 3.10-3

9 167 176 1.10-4

12 242 254 4.10-6

15 317 332 5.10-8

17 350 367 2.10-9

18 373 391 ~ 10-9

Table 16. Results economy 3 with the Q-triangulation of Sn.

We will now give a short description of an economy with a block diagonal

pattern mentioned earlier by Mansur and Whalley [8] and more recently by
van der Laan [1]. The notation has been changed slightly to make it appli-

~.t n.
cable on the productspace S- II. S J of unit simplices.J-1

There are N-1 countries with N-1 subsets of consumers ( agents)
denoted by A1,...,AN-1, with I AjI ~~, j- 1,...,N-1.
There are N-1 groups Gj, j E IN-1 of non-common goods and there is one

group GN of common goods. The non-common goods in group Gj are owned by
the agents in Aj and are traded only among the agents in A,, j- 1,...,N-1.

J
We may think of an international trade model with N-1 countries, then the
commodities in group Gj are the domestic goods of country j, j- 1,...,N-1,
and the commodities of group GN are traded internationally.

Suppose there are n, non-common goods in G., indexed by ( j,l),...,
J 7

(j,nj), j E IN-1, and (nNtl) common goods indexed by (N,1),...,(N,nNtl).
So the total number of goods is Mtl with M- EN n. Now for any

Mtl J-1 Jp ~ R} `{0}, let zJ(p) be the total excess demand of the agents in Aj,

given the price vector p. In the following we write p -(pl' "-'pN-1'pN)'
iet zJ(p) b~ the total excess demand of the agents in Aj, given the price
p, then it is clear that

zi,k (p) - 0, for k- 1,...,ni, when i~ j,N
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and z~(P) - z~(pj,pN) for all j- 1,...,N-1. Now the equilibrium problem
~ ~

(EP) is to find an equilibrium price vector, i.e., a vector p-(p
~r ,~ 1~--

pN-1'PN) E RMtl~ where RM}1 is the subset of RM}1 such that for all
Mtlp E R ,(pj,pN) has at least one positive element for each j- 1,...,

N-1, such that

j ,r j ,r ,r
(a) 2j(P )- zj(Pj,PN) - ~, j- 1,...,N-1

and N-1 ~ N-1 ~ ~
(b) E zN(P )- E zN(Pj.PN) - 0.

j-1 j-1

Under certain assumptions, see e.g. van der Laan (1], we can prove the
existence of such an equilibrium price vector. Note that for all j ~ IN-1'
pjzj(pj'PN) t pNZN(Pj'pN) - 0, p t RM}1. We will use the structure of (En)
to formulate the problem on the pruductspace of unit simplices S- TTN S~.j-1
Let x-( x1,...,xN) be a vector in S then we define price vectors

n, n
y~ -(Y~.YN) E R~ x R Ntl

bY

yj,k - xj,k~ k - 1,...,nj
and

]
YN,k - xJ.n.tl'xN,k, k - 1,...,nNt1.

]
~.I n.tl

Now we define z(x) -(zl(x),...,zN(x)) C II, 1 R ~ by
J-

N z~ (y~) , k - 1,...,nj7,k
zj k(x) - n tl , j- 1,...,td-1

N

E xN,h zN,h(YJ). k- njTl
h-1
N-1

and zN k(x) - a E zN~k(y~), k- 1,...,nNt1, for some 0 ~ a ~(N-1)-1.
j-1

~.l n n
Clearly, z(x~) - 0 if and only if (x~,...,x~ , x~) in II,-1 R ~ x S N is1 N-1 N ~-1
an equilibrium price vector, where x~ - x~ ~x~` ,, k- 1,...,n.. We],k 7,k j,n.Tl 7
will apply the algorithm in section 3 to the same p~oblems given in van
der Laan [1] and again compare the results with the algorithm described
in [7] for the Q-triangulation of S.
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Both algorithms were run in exactly the same way as for the noncooperative

N person game problem except that the initial gridsize of the V-triangul-
-1

ation is set to m -}, the initial gridsize vector of the Q-triangulation
-7

is set to (1~(nltl),...,1~(nNtl))~2, and the terminating accuracy is 10 .

The computational results are given in table 17, where the first column

denotes the number of common goods (nNtl) and the second column the number

of countries. Each country has two non-common goods. The third and fourth

column give the accumulated numbers of l.p. steps and function evaluations

for the new algorithm with the V-triangulation, while the last two columns

give the same numbers for the algorithm described in [7) with the Q-trian-

gulation.

umber of Number of V-triangulation Q-triangulation

common goods countries FE LP FE LP

2 2 54 47 130 117

3 85 78 196 184

4 97 90 284 271

5 128 121 340 328

3 2 56 49 170 156

3 87 80 258 245

4 95 88 296 285

5 109 102 414 403

4 2 67 60 242 229

3 107 100 315 302

4 118 111 378 365

5 145 138 471 458

5 2 79 72 286 273

3 99 92 415 402

4 145 138 406 393

5 182 175 587 574

6 2 89 82 426 412

3 144 136 458 445

4 195 188 580 569

5 221 214 784 773

Table 17. Results international trade model with the V-triangulation and

the Q-triangulation on S.
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Concluding the computational results suggest that the number of function

evaluations and linear programming steps for the new algorithm is substant-

ially lower than for the algorithm described in [7] although the results

for the latter algorithm can be improved by using the so-called U-triangul-

ation of the affine hull of Sn or S in case of the two economic problems.

Then also the approximate solution can be taken as the starting point of

the next round. Even then the number of function evaluations is larger

when compared with the new algorithm (see Talman [10, p. 84]).
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